
STAR Case

Case Number 999925953

Vehicle Issue Shudder or vibration noted on launch from stop.;Applies to most RWD or 4WD models equipped with leaf spring

type rear suspension. Shudder noted on aggressive take-off (launch) from stationary position.

System or Component Shudder;Customer Concern (No DTCs);Group 03 - Axle / Driveline / Propeller Shaft;Moderate Throttle,Hard

Throttle - Aggressive;Launch From a Stop;Yes - Intermittent,Yes - Continuously

Recommendation Launch shudder is usually related to rear driveline angle issue. See recommended diagnosis and repair

procedures provided below. See related TSB publication list below. Perform any applicable TSB procedure prior to

other repair attempt.DRIVELINE OPERATING ANGLE: Check and adjust rear driveline operating angles. Requires

special tool #7663 (inclinometer). See applicable service manual section (3) for driveline operating angle

measurement procedure. Preferred rear axle pinion angle is typically (1/2 - 3) degrees down angle. Obtain pinion

angle adjustment shim wedges locally or check Mopar Performance catalog for availability.REAR PROPELLER

SHAFT: On models with two-piece rear propeller shaft verify the correct center bearing support bracket is installed.

Incorrect center bearing support bracket will adversely affect driveline operating angle and may cause the condition

being addressed.VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS: Check for unusual modifications to the rear driveline or rear

suspension that may cause the condition being addressed. Suggest discuss driving habits with owner. Overly

aggressive driving habits can cause many undesireable symptoms.[1]: TSB 02-001-01 dated 01/19/01. Applies to

1994 - 2001 (BR / BE) 2500 & 3500 4x4 models. Subject is vehicle ride height and rear spring modification. This

modification can minimize launch shudder on vehicles used for heavy loading or towing.[2]: TSB 03-02-96 dated

05/10/96. Applies to 1994 - 1996 (BR) 2500 & 3500 4x2 regular cab models with two-piece rear propeller shaft and

automatic transmission. Subject is launch shudder when operated near maximum GVW rating.[3]: TSB 03-04-96

dated 08/09/96. Applies to 1995 - 1996 (BR) 1500 4x2 short box club cab models with two-piece rear propeller

shaft and automatic transmission. Subject is launch shudder. Procedure includes removal of the rear cross

member.[4]: TSB 03-05-96 dated 09/20/96. Applies to 1995 - 1996 (BR) 2500 4x2 short box club cab models with

two-piece rear propeller shaft / automatic transmission / V-8 engine. Subject is launch shudder. Procedure includes

removal of the rear cross member.[5]: TSB 03-02-93 dated 05/07/93. Applies to 1992 - 1993 (AD) models with

Cummins diesel engine. Subject is launch shudder.
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